Abstract. A formal speci cation of a Java Secure Processor is presented, which is mechanically checked for type consistency, well formedness and operational conservativity. The speci cation is executable and it is used to animate and study the behaviour of sample Java programs. The purpose of the semantics is to document the behaviour of the complete JSP for the bene t of implementors.
Introduction
A smart card is a complete`embedded' computer housed in a piece of plastic the same size as a credit card 12] . The computer has to be small to reduce the risk of mechanical problems. Because of these mechanical constraints, as well as aspects of cost, the current generation of smart cards typically contains only a small 8-bit micro processor, a few hundred bytes of RAM, a few Kbytes of ROM and a few Kbytes of EEPROM. This small size constrains the freedom in the design of the software that has to be run on a smart card processor.
Java 4] was originally designed for writing embedded software. Because of this pedigree it is attractive to be used as a smart card programming language. Some facilities provided by the Java language are too expensive to be implemented on a smart card. Threads, and dynamic class le loading fall in this category. Further study is needed to nd ways of incorporating the Java exception mechanism and a garbage collector on smart cards. Smart cards do not use oating point arithmetic so this feature of Java is not needed. Using the subset of Java as described above for smart cards is attractive. It is also feasible to implement this Java subset on computers with limited resources.
The standard Java class libraries are not suitable for smart cards because many of the facilities provided are meaningless on smart cards. Examples include the interface to GUI libraries. Instead a smart card would host a specially designed set of class libraries dedicated to the application domain of card applications. The set of class libraries would be small enough to t in the card and would be versatile enough to provide standard smart card facilities, such as the ISO 7816-4 command set 1], or down loadable applications for multi-application smart cards 9].
A Java Secure Processor (JSP) is a virtual machine that is designed to t on a smart card. A JSP does not implement the full Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 7]. Instead a JSP is accompanied by a JVM to JSP translator, which compiles standard JVM byte codes into byte codes for the JSP. Java Soft have written a sophisticated translator, which performs extensive program analysis to allow a large class of Java programs to be run on the JSP. To support our work on the formal de nition of the operational semantics of the JSP we have written a simple translator, which accepts rather a smaller class of Java programs. The simple translator is used to validate the operational semantics.
A standard Java development environment can be used to write Java programs for smart cards. Instead of relying on the standard class libraries the programmer uses the smart card class libraries. A simulator can be used to test the code. The process of loading Java programs into a card is quite di erent from loading and running programs on a workstation, as it may involve manufacturing ROM masks. We will not discuss this aspect further, the interested reader is referred to the literature 12] .
A smart card is a secure token that may control commodities of real value. Secure here means that the card should be hardware and software tamper resistant, and that it should not leak information. The considerations that apply to the security of Java in general 8] also apply to Java for smart cards. In addition Java for smart cards should provide facilities such as ownership control and cryptographically protected modes of use.
The resource limitation of a smart card makes it more di cult to ensure that security is maintained. For example currently a complete byte code veri er is too large to be implemented on a smart card. The JSP approach assumes that JVM byte codes are veri ed when translated into JSP byte codes. The results are then digitally signed so that tampering can be detected when code is being loaded.
A clear, concise and complete speci cation of the semantics is a prerequisite for a successful and secure implementation of a JSP. The present document provides such a speci cation. The document is based on an informal description of the JSP from Java Soft, who are currently building a tool suite for a JSP 6] . The formal speci cation is self contained but does not document the motivation for many of the design decisions made for the JSP. The interested reader is referred to the informal speci cation.
The present formal speci cation is a latos 5] literate script. Latos is a tool for developing operational semantics. Latos supports publication quality rendering using L A T E X, execution and animation using a functional programming language, and derivation tree browsing using Netscape. Latos helps to check that a speci cation is operationally conservative. The latos meta language is basically Miranda 1 11] augmented with a notation for rules of inference and sets. Developing a semantics as a literate script avoids clerical errors and confusion, as syntax and type errors are detected by the tool.
The formal speci cation does not support the capabilities of JSP development 1 Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Ltd.
environment. Instead the latos tool provides a tracing facility allowing for a detailed study and analysis of executing application programs. Related work on the semantics of the JVM includes the executable speci cation of the`defensive' JVM made by Computational Logic Inc 3] , and work by Bertelson on another subset of the JVM 2] .
The next section describes the restrictions imposed on the kind of Java programs supported by a JSP on a smart card. Section 3 presents the execution model of a JSP and Section 4 de nes the instructions of the virtual machine. The relationship between the JVM and the JSP is explored in Section 5. A brief example of how the semantics of the JSP may be used to validate the behaviour of a sample Java program is given in Section 6. The last section presents our conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Java language restrictions
The JSP design imposes a number of restrictions to allow a Java program to be run in the constrained runtime environment of a smart card. The most important restrictions are:
{ The JSP provides no support threads, multi-dimensional arrays, oating point numbers, and Just-in-time byte code translation.
{ Exceptions may be raised by application programs, but they can only be handled by the system. { There is no garbage collection. Objects can be allocated dynamically but the majority are expected to be allocated statically using compile time garbage collection techniques. The formal speci cation allows objects to be allocated any time. It would be possible to state and prove a property about programs that are guaranteed not to allocate objects after a certain point in their execution. This constitutes a desirable safety property of those programs.
{ Class les cannot be loaded dynamically. Instead the software to be present in the card is loaded when the card is manufactured or personalised. Java programmers have to be aware of these restrictions when writing code that is intended for a JSP. Some of the restrictions can be circumvented by the use of appropriate class libraries. Others will be taken care of by program analysis techniques in the JVM to JSP translator.
Execution model
The JSP is a byte oriented stack machine. It also has a read-only memory area for storing methods and constants, an area of memory and some registers to maintain the book-keeping of the machine, and a heap.
The data manipulated directly by Java programs is faithfully modelled by the semantics. In particular the operand stack, the elds of objects and the elements of arrays contain bytes only. A short or a reference is always treated as a pair of bytes. The structures that support the machine itself, such as the byte codes, stack frames and heap objects are modelled as higher level entities rather than as collections of bytes. The ensuing speci cation is of a low level, which makes it eminently suitable to serve as a guideline for implementors of a JSP.
The formal speci cation de nes all structured data (not scalars) of the virtual machine either as mappings or as algebraic data types (i.e. a sum of product types). Each of these is of a di erent type, that is incompatible with any other useful type. The latos system performs strong type checking to ensure that all the type constraints in the operational semantics are indeed satis ed.
Basic data
The basic data in the formal speci cation are derived from the natural numbers. Similarly, the raw data in the JSP implementation are derived from a sequence of bytes. The type bit (below) permits any numeric value, but sensible values are in the range 0 : : :1. (The equivalence symbol is used to bind a name to a type, the equals symbol binds a name to a value). In a JSP implementation, a boolean is stored in a byte, which permits sensible values as well as non-sensible values. We would have preferred to identify bit and bit range but unfortunately the type system used by latos (i.e. the Hindley-Milner type system of Miranda) is not strong enough to support sub types. Other raw data and ranges de ned in a similar way include the signed 8-bit byte, the signed 16-bit short and the unsigned 16-bit reference. The nullreference is a special reference value, which is represented as zero. Regular references should not have this particular value.
Store areas
The JSP virtual machine uses a number of areas of store for data, code and book-keeping. Each of these areas is represented in the formal speci cation as a mapping of numerical indices onto values of the appropriate type, thus providing a uniform, albeit low level approach to information handling in the JSP.
{ A JSP uses a stack of activation frames, where each frame contains an operand stack and some bookkeeping. The activation frames are gathered in the machine-wide frameArea. The frame area is represented as a partial mapping from the domain framePointer to the range frame. The representation as a partial function makes it possible to represent common operations on structures in a clear and succinct way. 
Stack frames
The operand stack within the topmost frame plays a special role in that it can be accessed by the JSP instructions. To acknowledge this special role, the formal speci cation shadows the operand stack, and manipulates it as a separate component of the virtual machine con guration.
A method invocation creates a stack frame (shown below as an instance of the data type frame). The frame has the following four components: { the programCounter representing the return address to the caller of the method.
{ the framePointer to the previous frame. This information is redundant in the speci cation, as frames are numbered sequentially starting from 0. In an implementation frames would be referred to by their address, in which case the frame pointer is needed.
{ the stackPointer within the operand stack; { the operandStack, which contains parameters, locals and temporaries of the current method. In the speci cations that follow, a stack is always accompanied by a stack pointer (which points at the last used element). All stack operations can be modelled by a combination of adding (or subtracting) a constant to (from) the stack pointer and/or updating the mapping. For example, pushing an element onto the stack means incrementing the pointer and updating the mapping with a new association. A JSP uses a slightly di erent stack frame con guration than the JVM, a di erence that is taken into account by the JVM to JSP byte code translator.
Headers
Objects and methods have headers, which record book-keeping information. This section describes all possible headers in the system. { An objectHeader records the identity of the application program progId, the size of the object in bytes instanceSize We have now completed the de nition of the JSP machine structures. To assist the reader retrieving a particular de nition, Figures 1 and 2 summarise the read only structures, respectively, the structures that are written to during execution of a JSP program. For each of the three di erent kinds of structures that we have used, the name is given (followed by an symbol) and a suggestive graphical representation. The partial maps are shown in a single box, with the domain to the left of the 6 ! symbol and the range to the right. A product data type is shown as a sequence of vertically stacked boxes, one for each component. A sum data type is shown as a horizontally arranged sequence of boxes.
The following sections present the semantic rules for a representative selection of the JSP byte codes. Since there are many groups of similar byte codes, we consider it justi ed to give the rule for just one member of each group without sacri cing the rigour of the speci cation.
Pushing constants onto the stack
The stack is controlled by the stack pointer, which points at the last used location. A short occupies two consecutive locations in the stack, with the high byte at the lowest stack pointer index (bigendian).
The relation const ) below describes the e ects of each of the instructions dealing with constants on the stack. The type of the relation shows that in addition to the instruction itself, only the stack pointer and the operand stack are relevant here. The left operand of the relation speci es the machine components that are accessed, the right operand mentions those that may be changed by the instruction. Specifying the types of the relations thus provides an aid in the documentation of the system. The types of all relations of the JSP transition system are summarised in Figure 4 . We will not give the explicit types of the remaining relations.
lhs const hconstInst; stackPointer; operandStacki; rhs const hstackPointer; operandStacki; const ) :: (lhs const $rhs const ); The rules for nop, bpush and spush below reveal most aspects of the notation that we are using. The semantics of an instruction is de ned by an axiom or a rule of inference. The text in square brackets to the left of the axiom/rule is a label to identify the rule. A rule has a number of premises (above the horizontal line) and a conclusion. An axiom has a conclusion but no premises. Rules and axioms may have side conditions. The two axioms and the rule below together de ne the relation const ) over components of the JSP virtual machine con gurations. The con guration on the left hand side of the arrow consists of an instruction and its operands (eg. spush hi lo), the current stack pointer (sp), and the operand stack (os). Other components of the JSP machine, such as the heap are not used by the three rules above.
The con guration on the right hand side consists of the next value of the stack pointer (eg. sp + 2) and the new operand stack (os 0 ). Some of the components mentioned on the left hand side are not present on the right hand side, because they are not changed by the instruction. We have been careful in exposing only the information required, so as to improve the clarity and succinctness of the speci cation.
The premise of the spush rule asserts a relationship between components of the old and the new con guration. The relation os ) is an equality relation, which holds when the operands are both of type operandStack. Labelling equalities with the type of the operands helps the mechanical type checker spot clerical errors. Many other labelled equalities are used throughout. The labels and the types of the operands are summarised in Figure 3 . The actual de nition of the relations is omitted.
The notation os fsp + 1 7 ! vg extends the mapping os with a new domain/range pair. Any previous association for the new domain value sp + 1 is lost. It follows that it is su cient to decrement the stack pointer to`forget' mappings for particular values in the domain. Furthermore, we do not in general have the invariant domain(os) = 0 : : :sp.
The side condition for the bpush and spush operations determines when it is safe to extend the stack. If it is not safe, then the relation const ) does not hold.
The rule for the apush operation is not shown here because it is identical to that of the spush operation: an address is a numeric value and therefore indistinguishable from a short. In a typed version of the JSP the instructions would not be the same.
Pushing immediate constants
Some constants are needed so often that special instructions have been de ned to push them onto the stack. bconst 0 (below) is de ned in terms of the general operation bpush. 
Loading local variables onto the stack
The load instructions transfer values from the parameter and locals area of the stack frame to the top of the operand stack. Local variables and parameters are accessed via a xed index from the bottom of the operand stack. The reader is reminded that the operand stack is just a portion of the current frame, but we view the operand stack separately from the frame for convenience.
The side conditions on the rules below check for stack over ow. There is no explicit check on the value of the index i because it is assumed that the static semantics of the byte codes, as enforced by the byte code veri er, will deal with illegal o sets. The astore instruction is identical to the sstore instruction. The specialised instructions bstore 0 : : :bstore 3 , sstore 0 : : :sstore 3 
Increment instructions
The increment instructions load the value of a local, increment the value with a signed, 8-bit constant, and store the result. There is no scope for stack under ow or stack over ow, but it is possible for the data to under or over ow. This particular error condition is ignored by the JSP. The speci cation models this behaviour by using a conversion function n2s, which maps out of bounds values into the range of a short. The functions of Figure 5 de ne explicit conversions between arbitrary integers and shorts (n2s), arbitrary integers and bytes (n2b), between shorts and pairs of bytes (s2p, p2s), and between booleans and bytes (b2b). These conversions are used consistently throughout the document, so that is would be easy to change the byte order of shorts. This approach makes it easier to implement the JSP on platforms with di erent views on number representations. 
Stack instructions
The stack manipulationinstructions are intended to rearrange information on the operand stack. The side conditions check for stack under ow and/or over ow. 4.7 Creating array objects Arrays are stored in the heap. Therefore, the transition relation newarray ) speci es read/write access to the heap, as well as the operand stack. In addition, object creating instructions need to know which is the current application program id (pi). This information is used to classify objects according to who created them. The type of the relation re ects the fact that the program id is used but not changed. (The reader is reminded that Figure 4 summarises the types of all transition relations.)
The array operation newarray expects the length of the array on the top of the operand stack. It accesses the length as al. newarray creates an appropriate array header ah and a mapping with a domain of 0 : : :al ? 1 to serve as the initial value of the array. The method table used is that of class java:lang:Object. The heap is extended with a new object which is to receive the created array header and contents. The reference to the new object is pushed onto the stack. The side condition ensures that stack under ow, heap over ow, or an invalid array length is detected. The two other version of newarray are not shown here: the bit version of newarray is identical to the byte version above, because each bit is stored in a byte eld. The short version uses two bytes for storing each short.
The anewarray instruction allocates an array of references to objects of the class associated with the given class id (ci). The application program id (pi) is used to access the class 
Storing values into arrays
The array store instructions need read/write access to the stack and read access to the heap. The side conditions check for stack under ow, null references, nonarray objects, and illegal array indices. 
Support for switch statements
The tableswitch and lookupswitch instructions provide support for the Java switch satements. The tableswitch instruction allows for a selection of jump targets from an indexed table, with the choice index coming from the stack. The lookupswitch instruction is similar, except that a keyed table is used rather than an indexd one.
Both instructions have a number of immediate operands, the rst of which is the default o set. The tableswitch instruction has further immediate operands to specify the lower and upperbounds of a jump table and the jump table itself. The instruction expects a byte index on the stack, which is used to select the appropriate o set from the jump table. The o set is then added to the current value of the program counter. If the index lies outside the range de ned by the lower and upperbound, the default o set is added to the program counter.
The side condition checks that the stack pointer is valid, but does not need to check that the old or new values of the program counter are valid. This is the task of the static semantics. 
Method invocation
The JSP has three di erent instruction to invoke methods. The invokevirtual is the normal dynamic method dispatch instruction. The invoke instruction is used when the Java compiler or JSP to JVM byte code translator are able to determine statically which method to invoke. The invokeinterface instruction supports Java's approach to multiple inheritance by searching for a method that implements an abstract method from an interface. The invokeinterface instruction has three operands. The rst, params, speci es the number of arguments to be expected on the operand stack. The second immediate operand, ii, indicates the index of an interface. The third mi determines which (abstract) method within the interface is required. The top of the operand stack must contain a reference to an object, which should be an instance of a regular class that implements the interface method. The header of the object is accessed to yield the interface table (cit) associated with the object. The table it maps the method index of the abstract method (mi) onto the method index of the implementation (mi 0 ). The latter is then used to locate the appropriate program counter in the method table of the object pointed at by r. The value of the program counter will be made to point at the rst proper instruction of the method. A new frame is created, linking to the previous frame for the bene t of the return instruction. Execution continues at the rst instruction of the callee.
The invokevirtual instruction expects a reference to an object on top of the operand stack. The object header of the object is accessed to yield the method table associated with the object. The method index mi determines which method is to be activated. The value of the program counter pc will be made to point at the rst proper instruction of the method. A new frame is created, linking to the previous frame for the bene t of the return instruction. Execution continues at the rst instruction of the callee. 
Method return
The return instructions below return from a (non-static) method. The four instructions di er only in the return value produced. Each return instruction abandons the frame pointed at by the frame pointer and returns to the previous frame pointer. The appropriate return value is deposited onto the operand stack of the caller (except in the last case below, which is intended for a void returning method). The side conditions check for stack under/over ow and frame under ow. The instruction areturn is identical to sreturn and thus not shown here.
Object operations
The new operation creates an instance of the class identi ed by the given class index ci. The class index is used to lookup the class in the class table pertaining to the current application program, which itself is found by using the current application program id pi as an index in the application program There are three instructions to determine whether an object is an instance of a particular class. The instanceof instruction is for regular objects. The two other instructions ainstanceof and aainstanceof handle array objects of primitive, respectively, non-primitive types.
The immediate operand ci t of the instruction instanceof must be the index into the class table of some regular class, t say. In addition, the top of the stack must contain a reference r to a regular object of some class, s say. If t and s are the same, or if t is a super class of s, the instruction pushes 1 on the operand stack; 0 otherwise. (See Figure 5 for The immediate operand ci t of the instruction ainstanceof must be the index into the class table of some regular class, t say. The top of the stack must contain a reference r to an array object, whose elements are instances of some class, s say. If t and s are the same, or if t is a super class of s, the instruction pushes 1 on the operand stack; 0 otherwise. The three instructions checkcast, acheckcast and aacheckcast below handle, regular objects, array objects of primitive, respectively, non-primitive types in the same way as the three`instance of' instructions above.
The checkcast instruction permits a null reference to be cast to any other reference. Otherwise instanceof is used to determine whether the cast is acceptable. The operand stack is una ected. The two instructions acheckcast and aacheckcast rely on the appropriatè instance of' instructions in a similar way. They are not shown here.
Loading and storing object elds
The two`get' instructions below load a value from an object eld onto the operand stack. The two`put' instructions serve to store a eld with a byte or a short. There are no aget eld or aput eld instruction. The side conditions check for stack under ow, null references, or a reference to an object of the wrong type. Illegal eld indices should be detected by the static semantics. 
Miscellaneous instructions
The breakpoint instruction pops the top two elements of the operand stack, interprets them as the high and low byte of a short and appends the short to the output stream. 
Combining the rules
The semantics of the 25 subsets of the instruction set are speci ed by as many di erent relations, such as const ) . These di erent relations are embedded in the relation exec ) by the rules below. The exec ) relation also automatically increments the program counter by one upon completing the execution of an instruction, with a few exceptions detailed below.
The separation of the di erent categories of instructions shows that the specication is modular: The con guration of the virtual machine has 12 components, which is quite large. However, the relation for many of the subsets uses only a small number of components, thus hiding the remaining components. A sample machine con guration such as test (see Section 6) can be supplied as an argument to jsp. 5 On the relationship between the JVM and the JSP The JSP is essentially a scaled down version of the JVM. However, the JSP byte codes are not a strict subset of the JVM and translating JVM byte codes into JSP byte codes presents some interesting problems. This section comments on the relationship between the two virtual machines and sketches a simpli ed process of translating Java class les into the tables required to run JSP code.
The main problem of translating JVM byte codes into JSP bytecodes is the pervasive use of 32-bit data in Java programs. The translator built by Java Soft performs a sophisticated analysis to ensure that the computations performed by the JSP have the same semantics as those carried out by the JVM. The results of the analysis enable the translator to map certain integers and associated operations on bytes, and some on shorts. The translator also inserts instructions to support multiple precision arithmetic when genuine 32-bit integers are needed.
The simpli ed translation to be described here assumes that all integers can be represented as shorts. We make no attempt to either identify opportunities for using bytes or to warn if shorts are too limited. { All other JVM instructions are unsupported. These are jsr w, goto w, wide, monitorenter, monitorexit, multianewarray, and all instructions involving character, long, oat, and double data types.
We use SUN's Java compiler from the Java Development Kit version 1.1 to generate class les from sample Java programs. The translations sketched above have been implemented as a simple sed/awk script, such that the results of the translation can be used as sample input for the main semantic function jsp. This will be explored brie y in the next section.
A sample program
We have written a suite of simple Java programs, varying from quick sort to speci c tests for the object system, to validate aspects of the semantics. The workings of the JSP semantics is best illustrated by exposing some details of a representative program from our suite. The program below is a slightly modi ed version of 4, Page 48]. The two calls to println have been added to show that the program is working. Furthermore we have added the call to setColor to demonstrate the workings of multiple inheritance. program counter The program counter is initialised to 0. code area The code for all methods to be executed by the current application program (which includes the initialiser for java:lang:Object) is gathered in the code area. An extra instruction at address zero is added to the code area whose task it is to invoke the main method. This is represented as 0 The execution of the program can be expressed simply as jsp(test). The latos tool makes it possible to trace the execution of the program, and to experiment with di erent initial con gurations.
The program starts by creating two heap objects, one representing a Point and the second representing a ColoredPoint. The objects are properly initialised by a chain of calls to the initialisers of the super classes. The most interesting instruction is the invokeinterface, which has to discover that the instance of ColoredPoint indeed implements the setColor method.
The program causes two values to be appended to the output stream (via the breakpoint instruction). The values are 0 (because the coordinates of the class Point are initialised to 0) and 2 (because ColoredPoint:setColor assigns this value to the eld cp:b).
Conclusions and future work
The result of formalising the operational semantics of the JSP is a speci cation that is: { succinct, because it is shorter and more detailed than the natural language documents.
{ clear, because the rules are not open to more than one interpretation. { executable, because a program can be generated automatically from the speci cation, which can subsequently be executed to validate and explore the behaviour of sample Java programs.
{ consistent, because the tools available for the notation used check well formedness, types and source dependency.
{ modular, because sub sets of rules can be considered in isolation. { large, because it has to cope with 25 groups of in total 124 di erent JSP instructions.
{ not di cult to read, because the rules describing the semantics of many instructions are similar.
The fact that our speci cation is executable allows implementors to experiment with Java programs and byte codes, inspect the con guration of the JSP and generally sharpen their understanding of the mechanisms. Without tool support it would be impossible to construct a derivation tree for anything but the most trivial Java programs. With the help of our latos tool, our specication could be used to automatically construct derivation trees for small to medium sized programs. We hope to be able to make our complete speci cation available on the Web, so that others may down load the speci cation and the latos tool and use these resources whilst implementing a JSP.
In future we hope to gain access to a complete operational semantics of the JVM, formally specify the JVM to JSP translator and attempt to give a correctness proof of the translator with respect to the semantics of the JVM byte codes and that of the JSP byte codes.
We have not considered the static semantics of a JSP, that is a speci cation of properties of JSP programs that can be be checked statically, for example by the JVM to JSP byte code translator, or the byte code veri er. An important goal would be to investigate which static properties of the JVM that are preserved by the JVM to JSP translator. The work of Stata and Abadi 10] o ers a promising basis for this.
